Hatboro-Horsham School District
Distance Learning Activities—Library

Grade: First Grade
Week of: April 13th

Topic: Parts of a Book/How a Book is Made

Important Ideas to Remember: The Author (writes the words), Illustrator (draws the pictures), and Title (name of book) are all on the Front Cover. The Spine is the outside edge of the book that holds the pages together. The Call Number is on the spine and tells you where to find the book in the library. The Barcode is what we scan to check out a library book, and it is on the Back Cover.

Activity: Use the words in the word bank to label the parts of the book! You can write the words on the lines, or tell someone at home what each line points to.

Watch the video (link below) if you want a hint!

Word Bank
Back Cover  Illustrator
Call Number  Spine
Front Cover  Author
Title    Barcode

Resources/Links: Watch this video to learn about the parts of a book and how a book is made! https://safeYouTube.net/w/9sO4

Teacher Contact Information
CBHLC—Mrs. Lindbloom: LLindblo@HHSD.org
Simmons—Mrs. Vagnoni: TVagnoni@HHSD.org
Blair Mill and Pennypack (Wednesday classes)—Ms. Hassall: LHassall@HHSD.org
Pennypack (Tuesday classes)—Mrs. Evans: JEvans5@HHSD.org